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BBBBusiness usiness usiness usiness     CurrentCurrentCurrentCurrent    
ClimateClimateClimateClimate        Assess.Assess.Assess.Assess.        ExpectationsExpectationsExpectationsExpectations    

 
ActualActualActualActual        106.7106.7106.7106.7        111.7111.7111.7111.7        102.0102.0102.0102.0    
Previous 105.5  109.8  101.3 
Consensus 106.2  111.0  102.5 
Berenberg 106.2  110.6  102.4    
 
German businesses left the confidence trough in October last year further behind German businesses left the confidence trough in October last year further behind German businesses left the confidence trough in October last year further behind German businesses left the confidence trough in October last year further behind with a third successive 

improvement in the most widely followed sentiment survey, the Ifo business climate index. The overall index rose 

from 105.5 to 106.7 in January. That was the highest level since July 2014, just before the downing of flight MH17 

over Eastern Ukraine had led to a wide-spread confidence shock in Western Europe over fears of an escalating 

conflict which would have affected more countries in Eastern Europe and could have triggered a vicious circle of 

sanctions and counter-sanctions. As these risks, as well as those emanating from the Ebola outbreak and the 

rapid expansion of the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq faded, German confidence rebounded. The increasingly 

aggressive monetary policy response of the ECB, which helped driving down the euro exchange rate, and cheap 

oil set Germany on course for a rapid return to trend growth rates by Q2 2015. The current assessment compo-

nent rose to 111.7 signalling a strong pace of expansion at the start of 2015. Export-dependent manufacturing, 

which benefits from a lower euro exchange rate, and retail trade, which should be seizing on consumers in-

creased spending power due to cheap oil, improved most. 

 

However, However, However, However, nnnnew risks also emerged ew risks also emerged ew risks also emerged ew risks also emerged in the survey.in the survey.in the survey.in the survey. Worries about the impact of falling oil prices on oil-producing 

countries and their lenders as well as the renewed political risks in Greece probably prevented a stronger im-

provement in the expectations component. This is important, as this component correlates strongly with German 

machinery investment (see Chart). The index rose from 101.3 to 102.0 in January, a little less than we and consen-

sus had expected. That supports our short-term caution for Germany’s economy until the Greek risk is resolved 

one way or another and the benefits of cheap oil to the global economy become clearly visible in higher demand 

at home and abroad. Domestic developments may also have played a role. Services and construction confidence 

weakened somewhat in January. Both sectors are particularly affected by the new national minew national minew national minew national minnnnimum wage imum wage imum wage imum wage and 

benefit little from cheap oil and the weak euro. 
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Chart: Ifo expectations and investmentChart: Ifo expectations and investmentChart: Ifo expectations and investmentChart: Ifo expectations and investment    

 
Ifo index quarterly averages (left scale). German machinery investment, real, sa, yoy % (right scale) Sources: Ifo, 

Eurostat 

 

 

IFO IndexIFO IndexIFO IndexIFO Index    

 

 JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    OCTOCTOCTOCT    SEPSEPSEPSEP    AUGAUGAUGAUG    

IFO Business Climate 106.7 105.5 104.7 103.2 104.7 106.3 

IFO Current Assess. 111.7 109.8 110.0 108.4 110.4 111.1 

IFO Expectations 102.0 101.4 99.7 98.3 99.3 101.7 

    
Source: IFO Institute 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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